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ADNAN SYED v. STATE OF MARYLAND
BEFORE MARTIN P. WELCH, JUDGE

February 3, 2016

Circuit Court for Baltimore City,

MADAM CLERK:

1
2

Part 97, is back in session, the Honorable Martin P. Welch

3

presiding.

THE COURT:

4

be seated.

6

its next witness?

8

You may

And, Mr. Brown, is Petitioner prepared to call

5

MR. BROWN:

7

Good afternoon, everyone.

Yes, Your Honor. We have one very,

very minor matter that Mr. Nieto's going to raise.

9

MR. NIETO:

And I'm sorry, Your Honor, I

10

THE COURT:

That ’s all right.

11

MR . NIETO:

—

--

based on Your Honor's ruling with

12

regards to the sequestration for Ms. Chaudry this morning

13

I had an opportunity over lunch to do a little bit of

14

looking into it and we would obviously ask the Court to

15

reconsider that order of sequestration on her.

16

was removed from our witness list she is

17

she becomes just a normal member of the public and I don't

18

believe that the State has been

19

sufficient enough proffer as to the reasons why she should

20

be sequestered.

21

that she could be a potential rebuttal witness but the

22

without any additional findings it sounds like that was a

23

little bit vague and inappropriate.

24

Your Honor the Tharp v. State case which seemed to address

25

that to a tee.

—

I think they had

—

When she

by definition

has provided a

--

might have mentioned

--

I had provided to

I provided a copy to Opposing Counsel as
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1

well to see if they could opine as to what their thoughts

2

were.

3

trial and the fact that he would

4

Chaudry be present for these proceedings, I'm asking the

5

Court to reconsider that sequestration .

But in the interest of my client having a public

6

THE COURT:

—

he requests that Ms.

All right. But just so I'm clear,

7

the Petitioner does not plan on calling her as a witness;

8

is that correct ?

9

MR. NIETO:

Correct, Your Honor.

10

MR. BROWN:

Correct, Your Honor.

11

THE COURT:

Mr. Vignarajah?

12

MR. VIGNARAJAH:

Of course, Your Honor.

First

13

of all, I would just note that Ms. Chaudry already

14

testified in this matter a couple of years ago so she was

15

not a witness out of the blue.

16

Defense Counsel called in the original post conviction.

17

Second, Your Honor, the State emphasized this morning that

18

Ms. Chaudry actually discussed at her post -conviction

19

testimony matters relating to her conversations with Asia

20

McClain, the circumstances that led to that, what Ms .

21

McClain told her.

22

cross examination certainly after Ms. McClain testifies as

23

to what the nature of that conversation was as to what Ms.

24

Chaudry remembers and whether there's any inconsistencies.

She was a witness that

That may be an appropriate subject for

25
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1

In addition, Your Honor, Ms. Chaudry was cross

2

examined on a fairly narrow field of subjects because at

3

the time Ms. McClain did not testify.

4

fact that Ms. McClain is now in a position where she is

5

prepared to testify the State would be interested in

6

perhaps recalling Ms . Chaudry.

In light of the

In all candor, Your Honor, the State doesn ’ t

7
8

have to supply witnesses's names in a post- conviction

9

proceeding under any canon of law that I know, but we did

10

agree that the State and the Defense would share their

11

witness lists.

12

and given that Defense Counsel listed Ms. Chaudry and then

13

added additional witnesses later, the State was under the

14

impression that Ms. Chaudry would be on the list.

15

Given that Ms. Chaudry testified before

When we learned just a couple of days ago that a

16

couple of the witnesses on the list were not served, that

17

they perhaps were listed to indicate that we should go try

18

to find them but then upon finding them find out that they

19

were not served, the State felt like it should be aware

20

and advise the Court that the State may wish to call some

21

of these witnesses in its case.

In light of the fact that Ms. Chaudry did

22

23

testify before, testified specifically about a significant

24

conversation that she purports to have had with Ms.

25

McClain, that Ms . McClain reduced that to an affidavit
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1

with the assistance, as I understand it, of Ms. Chaudry,

2

that conversation is certainly the subject of important

3

potential cross examination.

4

their accounts of that would bear on the credibility of

5

both witnesses and would bear on the credibility of the

6

case.

7

Inconsistencies between

I don't know that this is exactly an element of
They listed Ms. Chaudry.

8

unfair surprise.

9

learned today that they had removed her name and did not

10

advise the Court that they were going to remove the names

11

of any of these individuals.

12

about Ms. Chaudry.

13

another individual had been removed and if we had been

14

told a couple of days ago, we may have told the Court that

15

we intended to list her as a witness, but upon seeing her

16

name on the list, upon reminding the Court that she was a

17

witness and this is not a request that is a theoretical

18

one.

19

case, especially if Ms . McClain testifies as to that

20

conversation, which we anticipate that she will.

We just

We certainly did not know

We only knew that Ms. Allen and

The State may very well call Ms. Chaudry in its

The affidavit relating to that very conversation

21
22

is in the record already and Ms. Chaudry relayed the

23

substance of that conversation between them.

24

the State respectfully requests that the sequestration

25

order remain in place with respect to her and which leaves

Accordingly,
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1

open the opportunity for us to call her. Thank you, Your

2

Honor.

3

THE COURT:

Any rebuttal, Mr. Nieto?

4

MR. NIETO:

Your Honor, much of that which

5

Opposing Counsel has referenced was already addressed at

6

the previous hearing.

7

succinctly mentioned cross examination, he used that

8

phrase many times.

9

be for purposes of their cross examination.

10

I think Mr. Vignarajah very

He would not

have to be their witness

—

Ms. Chaudry would not

—

11

THE COURT: That's a rebuttal.

12

MR. NIETO:

—
refute

They would

that they would have to call in

, corroborate or have some bearing

13

theory to somehow

14

as to what Ms. McClain would say when she testifies.

15

feel like I can speak with pretty good candor here in this

16

situation that my sense is is that the State has not even

17

spoken with Ms. Chaudry, has no idea what information she

18

would be providing .

19

rebuttal, call her without ever having actually spoken

20

with her to just ask her the questions and be stuck with

21

those answers sort of to me falls on deaf ears with

22

regards to the legitimacy of that.

23

I

So the notion that they would, as

The fact that we had listed her as a potential

24

witness in our case does not of course preclude them from

25

listing their witnesses that they wish to call. Whether
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1

or not they had received notification today, last week or

2

a month ago as to precisely who we were going to call,

3

that's on them to make sure that they subpoena and bring

4

in the witnesses they want to introduce -

S

relying on us to help build their case so they can use

-

If they' re

6

cross examination, this is the improper forum for that.

7

They have an obligation , of course, as

8

canons to suggest they have to notify the Court but there

9

was an agreement between Your Honor and Counsel as to the

— there are no

10

notification of these witnesses about which we have

11

received none until today when now they're suggesting that

12

she would need to be removed .

13

THE COURT:

All right.

14

MR. NIETO:

So, for

— Your Honor, for those

15

reasons I'm asking that Ms. Chaudry be allowed back

16

into —

17

THE COURT:

Well, all right.

18

MR . NIETO:

-- the proceedings.

19

THE COURT:

And you did submit a case

21

MR . NIETO:

I did , Your Honor.

22

THE COURT:

--

23

MR . NIETO:

That 's Tharp v . State —

24

THE COURT:

All right .

25

MR . NIETO:

—

20

review
Mr. Nieto?

763

—
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THE COURT: Let

1
2

me see

at the bench,

please.

BENCH CONFERENCE

3
4

( Bench conference begins

3

( All

6

Counsel

JUDGE

-

2:27:15 p.m.)

Counsel approach the bench where the following

ensues:)
THE COURT:

7

I need a few minutes to look at the
as best we can.

8

case but I want

9

assuming there's no strenuous objection from the

to keep going

And

10

Petitioner what I'm inclined to do is to hold your

11

request, Mr. Nieto, subpoena curia, give us a chance to

12

look at it, quickly.

MR. VIGNARAJAH:

13

14

And, Your Honor, in all

candor —

But —

15

THE COURT:

16

MR. VIGNARAJAH:

—

after Ms. McClain testifies

17

we will be in a much better position to tell the Court

18

whether or not we intend to recall her and I

19

it ’s

THE COURT: Okay. Well, let me ask this maybe
next

— who's the next witness?
MR. NIETO:

22

23

24

you know,

—

20
21

—

Ms. McClain.

THE COURT: So she's here. She's — well.
MR . NIETO: If I may be so bold, Your Honor, as
to ask if — regardless of how Ms . McClain testifies, if
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1

the State has in fact talked to Ms. Chaudry or has an idea

2

as to what direct examination they would give to her other

3

than you talked to her about this affidavit , what happened

4

next .

5

that could probably be solved through someone just

6

speaking with her in advance to determine whether or not

7

they do need her.

8

there ’s so —

I mean, I — if that's the extent of it I think

MR . BROWN:

9

10

It just, do — you know, Your Honor,

She's already been cross examined.

It 's the exact same issue at the previous proceeding.

MR. VIGNARAJAH:

11

Your Honor, it 's — you said

12

during the status conference that the goal was to put us

13

back in the position of where we would have been if Asia

14

McClain had testified.

15

State would have been perfectly entitled to recall Ms.

16

Chaudry at the earlier proceeding and ask her questions

17

about that .

18

public statements about her interactions with Ms. McClain,

19

her interactions with the file , her interactions with

20

other witnesses and I believe that is a ripe subject for

21

cross examination if Ms. McClain goes there.

23

Ms . Chaudry since that time has made numerous

THE COURT:

22

the

request

If Asia McClain had testified, the

And

--

I'm inclined at this point to deny

—

24

MALE VOICE:

25

THE COURT:

Well

--

-- but if you feel strongly enough
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1

about it what I'd like to do

2

this and to see if it does change my mind.

3

if

4

or would potentially call her as a witness.

5

it's ( inaudible ).

--

MR . VIGNARAJAH:

9

MR. VIGNARAJAH:
served them, but

This is not a

—

I understand.

12

MR. BROWN:

All right.

Your Honor , we'll abide

We're ready.

14

MR. VIGNARAJAH:

15

THE COURT:

Thank you for your patience.

So do you want me to take a few

minutes to do it or do you

—
— no. I --

17

MR. NIETO:

If you

18

MR . BROWN:

No, let's just go.

19

MR. NIETO:

--

20

--

--

THE COURT:

16

I just think

a fact that we have not

11

by your ruling.

--

No, I understand.

THE COURT:

13

But I think

And we have prepared subpoenas

for all of these witnesses.

8

10

just take a quick look at

it 's obvious the State was probably going to call

6
7

is

let:

--

let's just keep going if

we could , Your Honor.

22

THE COURT: Okay.
MR. NIETO: I appreciate your patience.

23

THE COURT:

But note your --

24

MR. NIETO:

Yes.

25

THE COURT:

—

21

Please.

note your objection.
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MR. NIETO: Thank you so much.

1

-

2

( Bench Conference concluded

3

( All Counsel return to the trial tables where the

4

2:29:44 p.m.)

following ensues: )

5

THE COURT: This Court

—

the Court will

6

respectfully deny Petitioner's request and the order --

7

the Court ’s order of sequestration specifically as to Ms.

8

Chaudry shall continue.

MR. NIETO:

9

My apology, Your Honor.

10

Your Honor was going to hold it under

11

the decision

—

I thought

to hold sort of

—

12

THE COURT: That's what you want me to do?

13

MR. NIETO:

14

we could later

Yeah, to hold it under sub curia, so

—

IS

THE COURT: Could proceed. All right.

16

MR. NIETO:

17

THE COURT: All right. Court retracts that.

—

resolve that issue, but —

18

The Court will hold its ruling sub curia, but while I'm

19

doing that any objection if we proceed or do you want

20

to —

21

MR. BROWN :

NG GbIGction, Your Honor.

22

THE COURT:

All right.

23

{ Pause )

24
25

And just one second.

THE COURT:
Petitioner

And in light of that the

—
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